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THE GLORIOUS ZSth. I

iVorker, November and, 1916

Editorial

No event in the history of Australia created more feeling and

interest in the community than the two referenda in 1916 and 1917 on

Conscription.

Yet the years have passed with scarely an article appearing on this

important phase of Australian history and every year adds further

difficulties in the way of compiling an accurate history of the

development of the anti-conscription movement in Australia (Extract

from the preface to the story of conscription in Australia by L.C.Jauncey)

These words are as true today as in 1935 when his book was published.
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If the conscriptionists in the above cartoon were an extra-ordinary

alliance so were the anti-conscriptionists - socialists, radicals,

labourites, pacifists, feminists, Protestants, Catholics, Irish, Farmers

even capitalists.

What bound them together?
J:

Jauncey's conclusion was "The progressive forces of the Commonwealth ^

had won a significant victory in a democratic experiment never before j
attempted in a modern democracy".

The previous year had seen the abortive landing at Gallipoli.

This became Australia's myth with its sacred days and sacred rituals.

We have two authorities to discuss the referendum,Brian McKinley,

labour historian and Niall Brennan, biographer of Dr.Mannix and personnall

linked with the campaign.

We cordially invite you to attend this discussion.

Note date - the actual anniversary of the 1916 vote.

Note venue.
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News from Israel

The Lavbn Institute.

We have received news from the Lavon Institute for Labour

Research in Tel Aviv which may be of interest to our readers.

This Institute for Labour Research was established by the

Central Committee of the Israel Federation of Labour (the Histadrut) -

and has been named after one of the Histadrut's previous secretary

generals.

Its Chairman is Mr. Yerucham Meshel who had served as secretary

general of the Histadrut in the years 1974 - 1984.

It apparently has comprehensive functions. It includes the

Archives and Museum of the Labour Movement (established 1932) and

a large library and facilities research in areas of Labour Movement

history, the Histadrut, working conditions and workers organizations,

labour economy, trade unions and other related subjects.

We (the Recorder) plan to'keep in touch and exchange information

with the Lavon Institute.

Memorabilia of W.G. Spence.

Guthrie Hore, W.G.Spence's great grand nephew and main family

historian has sent us interesting documents with details of the life

of W.G. Spence and the early days of the A.W.U.

if!

We intend to publish them in later issues of the Recorder.

THE 1979 UNION CARBIDE DISPUTE

This is an examination of the actions of 52 day and afternoon

shift workers at Union Carbide in Altona and their snap decision on

27th August, 1979 to occupy the petrochemical plant.

Union Carbide was one of six companies within the Altona

Complex of which two were classified as under the oil industry

awards and had gained the 35 hour week in 1974. In the same year

Union Carbide workers had also campaigned for the 35 hour week
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but were unsuccessful. Since then at the annual submission of the

new log of claims the special claim for the 35 hour week had been

included.

This was the case in 1979 and in an attempt to hurry up

negotiations with the company on the new log of claims and the

..- SS-Jiour—week claim those workers at Union Carbi-de underr ̂ thre-'Metal"""

Trades Award imposed an overtime ban.

During the morning of 27th August a vital process machine

broke down and it soon became obvious that the maintenance workers

would be unable to repair it within normal working times (i.e. not

working overtime on it). This situation had been experienced

previously by some of the workers who felt that their bargaining

power had been reduced once staff personnel came onto the plant

and performed the workers duties.

It appears that during the early afternoon there were

rumblings amongst workers about the consequences of the staff working

on the plant. However, a hurried meeting of workers was called in

response to what they viewed as very blatent and provocative Actions

by staff. These staff were dressed in overalls and telling workers

they couldn't wait until the workers went home so they could enter

the plant and perform their duties and earn "bulk money".

At this meeting of Metal Trade Workers it was unanimously

decided that they^would not leave the plant to the staff, but instead
they would stay and attempt to intimidate any staff who tried to

take over their work (i.e let the staff know they were scabbing etc.).

This decision was passed onto the staff committing the provocative

acts.

Approximately an hour later process workers under the Australian

Workers Union were confronted by management and ordered to start

up particular productions even though the "master tag" wasn't signed.

(That is a slip stating that from the maintenance point of view the

machine was ready for operation. These slips were struck through as

maintenance began and then signed when completed and therefore safe).
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A particular process operator was told he would be stood down if

he didn't start up the process and even though he attempted to

explain the safety factor and why he couldn't start it up he

was stood down. In light of this action other process workers shut

down their production in support of their fellow worker and were

subsequently stood down.

At this time the A.W.U. shop steward contacted the metal

trades, union..shop steward and aeked for moral support as he had

heard that the Union Carbide general manager was leaving his city

office and coming out to the plant. The metal trades shop steward

and workers went over to the control room to support those A.W.U.

workers just as the general manager and his management support

arrived.

It was a very explosive situation with the general manager

demanding that the workers start up the production, accussing

them of leaving the plant unsafe and with particular workers arguing

that they, the workers, and not he, the general manager, (not

based on the plant) knew what was and was not safe. In response to

this outburst the general manager demanded that all metal trades

people in the control room be sacked and all A.W.U. workers be

stood down, and then he left.

This action of sacking some and only standing down others

was seen as an attempt by the general manager to divide the workers.

However, it had the opposite effect and brought the A.W.U. and

metal trades workers closer than they had been for a while.

The battle lines had been drawn and a snap decision made to

stop the staff scabbing had escalated beyond the expectations of all

concerned. The issues therefore at this stage included preventing

staff scabbing on overtime bans, assisting the annual log of claims

and 35 hour week claim, the reinstatement of those workers stood down

and dismissed.

However, it was the claim for the 35 hour week that appeared

as the dominant issue for those workers in related industries who

saw the action of the Union Carbide workers as a test case.
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In response to the workers actions management locked the main
gates thereby locking out all the other workers but with provision
for staff personnel access.

The sit-in workers shut down the plant and found themselves

in the position where they had actually stopped production and

therefore strengthened the bargaining position of Union Carbide

workers and those workers of the other companies within the complex.

_  -.Next morning-found a-variety of activities including the
remaining Union Carbide workers locked out and union representatives
from the metal trades and A.W.U. on site discussing actions and
possible situations. Union meetings were organised at the other

complex companies to explain the Union Carbide situation with resultant
great moral and financial support. The actual sit-in workers were

arranging for supplies, organising work parties (to maintain the safety
of the plant) and planning the general business of sit-in life.

As the workers began to settle into their new routine i.e

those on the sit-in and those maintaining a 24 hour support group
on the outside, the company began to send what were described as

intimidating letters to the workers (or the wives of those men
actually in the sit-in). The most serious threat was to be found

at the end of the second letter. "We are instructed to inform you
that the company holds you personallyliable for any damages or injury,
including economic loss, which mayoccur or has occurred to persons
or property by virtue of your unlawful occupation".

A LONG WAITING GAME

It was to develop into a long waiting game, as no gains had
been made by either side during the first 3-1/2 weeks.

However, by September 27th Union Carbide had made an application
to the Arbitration Commission for the sit-in workers to be deregistered
from their unions. It was suggested that Union Carbide took this action
with the support of the Metal Trades Industry Association and there were
those who went as far as to suggest that Union Carbide also had the
support of the Eraser Government. ^

Continued next issue ROBYN DONOVAN
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BOOK REVIEW

Anarchism and State Violence in Sydney and Melbourne 1886 - 1896;

an argument about Australian labor history; by Bob James

It took a sturdy temperament and a fair amount of moral courage

to be an anarchist or radical socialist towards the end of the

nineteenth century. The price of such dissidence was often poverty,

vilification, harrassment, arrest and imprisonment. You could

never" be suife' that "the""hothead at a meeting, egging you on to

extreme measures, was not an agent provocateur and, after the

execution of four protest organisers in Chicago in 1887, in the wake

of the Haymarket bombing, there was always the possibility of

Australian anarchists suddenly facing capital charges based on

flimsy evidence, press hysteria and government loss of nerve.

In his chapter "A Comparison of Forces", Bob James sets

forth in detail the degree to which the Australian colonial

authorities maintained surveillance of dissidents and troublemakers.

Indeed, "monitoring the movements and activities of people and

collating the information was so important xt was disguised.He

argues that these methods, adapted for local requirements, were

imported from Britain.

Coming from Britain, and with an interest in the history of

freethought, irreligion and secularism, I find this contention

entirely plausible. Within a few years of the sailing of the First

Fleet to New South Wales there was an outbreak of republicanism

in France: Britian became virtually a police state and Corresponding

Societies, booksellers and printers were closely watched. In the

1860s the British secret service successfully infiltrated the

American Fenian movement (spying was ungentlemanly, un-British

expedient), and a decade later one of Charles Bradlaugh's daughters

claimed she spotted a plain-clothers spy by his boots. Where

surveillance was insufficient, harrassment came into play.Joseph

Priestly was burnt out and driven off to the United States in the

1790's by church-and-king mobs, there was the Peterloo Massacre

by the military, and during the mid-nineteenth century democratic

processions to London's Hyde Park had to face vicious attacks from

hired roughs. It would be surprising if these measures had not been
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imported into the Australian colonies.

Bob James's account of government surveillance merits careful

reading (he also mentions banks and the Salvation Army as information

collectors). It is not merely an old problem but a modern one,

compounded by a computer age in which vast amounts of personal

information can be stored in interconnected data banks.

In Australia organised anarchism, however facetious that

sounds, began in Melbourne as an offshoot of the Australasian

Secular Association (itself founded in 1882). On 1 May 1886,

Frederick P.Upham, David Andrade and his brother William held

a meeting in the A.S.A's premises and launched the Melbourne

Anarchists' Club, based on a similar club in Boston. Three days

later the Haymarket bombing took place in Chicago, which did not

give the new Melbourne organisation an auspicious start. Anarchism

found itself vilified by the press and its Melbourne representatives

were soon at loggerheads with the Australasian Secular Association's

president, Joseph Symes who, though a militant atheist, did not

take kindly to what Isaac Selby neatly dubbed "the atheism of

politics". Symes found the anarchists an embarrassment in an

association, which was, I suspect, showing the beginnings of serious

structural cracks caused by dissents on his left and right. Symes and

the anarchists saw each other as lunatic ratbag traitors and greedy

self-seeking despot respectively. They traded insults with a

passionate sincerity which did little to advance either of their

causes and which brought many a cynical smile to the faces of the

enemies of both.

Eventually the Melbourne Anarchies' "■€Mub'went-its own way,
and its detailed story will be the subject of a separate treatment

by Bob James. It too had within it the seeds of dissent, between

individualists and anarcho-communists, but it produced a'magazine

Honesty, and organised a co-operative house in Albert Park. Eventually,
in 1889, it split and the anarcho-communists formed the Australian

Socialist League(Melbourne), which in turn became the Social Democratic

League, by which time anarchist control had apparently been lost.
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In 1887, W.H.McNamara and six others formed the first Australian

Socialist League in Sydney. It was ostensibly state-socialist but

with a manifesto which had, in Bob James's words, "three paragraphs

out of seven words identical" with those of the Melbourne Anarchists'

Club. Both Andrades (Will had moved to Sydney by this time) welcomed

the League "unaware that this deviation marked the beginning of the

passing of pre-eminence in Australian anarchism of the Proudhon-

Tuc-ker—Andrade^trne " . However; the Sydney • League's meinbers' included" "

J.D. Fitzgerald, Billy Hughes and Henry Lawson; it also found an

a lily in W.R.Wihspear, formerly secretary of the Newcastle (N.S.W)

branch of the Australasian Secular Association, who established

(1887) the Radical (later the Australian Radical) which "under

prompting from Andrade moved fairly rapidly to an anarchist position".

There was also a Communist-Anarchist Group of Central Cumberland

and Bob James gives tantalising references to other rural groups

of this period organised on anarchist lines. When in New South

Wales the Labor Electoral Leagues emerged. Sir George ("Dynamite")

Dibbs warned of "this gang of sweat-rag politicians, this aggregation

of anarchists, hooligans and revolutionaries who have neither

followers, funds or even loyalty".

This brings me to consider the value of a history of anarchism

in eastern Australia written by a committed anarchist-libertarian

like Bob James. In the Recorder, at any rate, I need not labour the

point for very long. If worthwhile contributions cannot be made to

the histories of spiritualism, secularism, anarchism and socialism -

all of which are related in Australia - by those who are or were

actively involved in them, then logically the Australian Society

for the Study of Labour History should fold its tent and depart.

Not everyone who is involved in or committed to a cause can write

well about its past, but many such men and women have done, and

they can shed rays of light on events and human motives whose

significance the outsider will almost certainly miss. History from

an, uninvolved standpoint may be valuable at times, but at worst

it can be blind, bloodless and steeped in the humbug neutrality

of'conservatism. Bob James is devoted to his subject, and this very

fact enables him to animate the dust of the past and explain its

relevance, as he sees it, to the present.

0 a
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The author avoids getting bogged down too much with the

question of who qualifies as an anarchist. He casts his net widely

and deals, where relevant, with characters he does not claim as

anarchists, such as Brady, Desmond, (William) Lane, Rosa and Yewen,

reminding us that the book "is about the history of anarchism

and only partly about its practitioners".

i  Bob James covers, anarchism in the 1880s and '90s from a

number of aspects not all of which I can discuss here. Having fallen

in love with the Eildon-Alexandra area of Victoria, I was particularly

interested by the account of how John Arthur Andrews demonstrated -

despite government denials - that Colonel Tom Price of the

Victorian Mounted Rifles had made his "Fire low and lay them out"

speech during the 1890 maritime strike. Andrews found the evidence

he needed while working for the Alexandra and Yea Standard and

communicated it to the Trades Hall Council. A Board of Inquiry

was held and the Gillies-Deakin Victorian government was forced

out of office. "Thus was replaced the first Australian government

to be toppled with the help of an anarchist."

Jack Andrews, who particularly appeals to the author, was

the writer of A Handbook of Anarchy (1894) and was twice imprisoned

for his activities. In Sydney, in 1893, Andrews claimed to have

uncovered an attempt by the authorities to "set up" radical

protesters by first banning public meetings ( a sure encouragement

to attendance) and then sending in agents provocateurs to whip up

a crowd. Andrews checked the meeting area in advance and claimed to

have spotted in Bob James's words, "officially sanctioned preparations,

including hidden machine guns and carefully positioned trams". The

author strongly suspects that Andrews's evidence was reliable.

The book also deals with characters such as J.W.("Chummy")

Fleming, the "uncrowned king of the unemployed" in Melbourne, who

lasted as an anarchist outdoor speaker until the 1950's. William

Lane# "New Australia" and Paraguay are mentioned; so too are

Arthur Desmond and the Active Service Brigade. The Brigade made

of its members the very unanarchist requirement that they obey

"without question" the "lawful commands" of its Supreme Directing
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Council, but its aims and objects aspired to a very high level

of participatory democracy. The Brigade's solidarity shattered.

Bob James tells us, "immediately it became clear that city radicals,

whatever their talk.... were unwilling to actually attempt to

take power, except in the very limited arena of a public meeting"

(p.190) .

Also discussed is the curious case, in Queensland, of the

ar.rest of Larry Petrie'tolTdwing an explosion in July 1893 on

bo'ard the S.S. Aramac as it sailed into Brisbane from Sydney.

Charges were dropped when a key witness was shown to be lying.

To what extent were Australian anarchists violent men - in

terms of resorting to arms and explosives, not just talking about

them? There was certainly extravagant talk, but the author points

out that the authorities in eastern Australia, with their surveillance

networks, "Dr Catling's police gun" and their power to define what

was acceptable behaviour, had all the tactical advantages. Bob

James concludes that,"Of those known 'anarchists' who talked

violence. White,Petrie and possibly Fleming, Petrie was probably

the only one Who acted violently."

When it comes to words, though, Peter Coleman, in Obscenity,

Blasphemy, Sedition, quotes Andrews as saying"! am the advocate for

pillage, incendiarism and murder if the freedom of the labourer

cannot otherwise be maintained. The real criminals are the plutocracy

and their minions... and if the unionists had killed the squatters

and troopers who terrorized them their killing would be justifiable."

Bob James argues that it is inconsistent to distinguish

between dissident terrorism on the one hand, and state violence on

the other. But can a distinction be made, with perhaps a grey border

area between the two? My attention was drawn to a chilling quotation

James gives on page 256: "We will not spare the women and children

of the bourgeois for the women and children of those we love have

not been spared."
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Surely there is a difference between the freedom fighter,

seeking retribution against the tyrant, and this, the hallmark

of the amoral fanatic, killing hostages and taking revenge by proxy

on children?

Well, almost; but what quarter can non-combatants and the

innocent expect to receive in the next state-sponsored nuclear

war? I am also reminded of the story of George Jacob Holyoake,

founder of secularismv.i-n Britain and the "Father of Co-operation".

In 1842 Holyoake was imprisoned for the victimless crime of

blasphemy, for suggesting that the Deity be "put on half pay".

While in prison Holyoake learnt of the death of his daughter

Madeline, in part from malnutrition. If, on his release, Holyoake's

mind had given way and in his grief and anger he had killed the

first living symbol of the British establishment he could find,

which of us could stand in judgement on him? Ironically, and

history is full of ironies, Holyoake became one of the most

conservative of the secularists and too respectable for some of

the radicals who took over the movement he started.

Overseas violence, and magnified talk of it, was a major

factor in blunting the impact of anarchism in Australia, particularly

when President Carnot of France was assassinated by an anarchist

in 1894. The mainstream press reported it and similar events to the

point of hysteria and overkill, some of it, in Bob James's words,

"hypocritical, ignorant and verging on the pathological". It left

anarchists, however non-violent, with the stigma of the sterotyped

wild-eyed foreigner, complete with cloak and smoking bomb.

My main complaint about this book is the glaring omission of

an index which should be an essential component of a complex, detailed

narrative of more than 250 pages. Any serious history longer than

about a hundred pages needs an index.

Another problem is that the text is littered with abbreviations,

mainly of organisations. Given the subject matter this is unavoidable

if the narrative is to be digestible. Bob James usually spells a name
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out in full once, then uses abbreviations. An occasional return

to the name in full, as a prompt to the reader, would be helpful.

I was unable - or failed - to spot ACTU, ALP and TLC spelled out in

full, and I had to wait until page 151 to receive confirmation of

my guess of what THC stood for. This is not a problem if you are

one of the Australian labour history cognoscenti, but it does

matter in the case of a reader consulting the book in an overseas

library. And, believe me, this book deserves to be in overseas

libraries. A simple solution would be a one-page glossary of

abbreviations-at the front-or back.

Spelling and typography are generally very reliable. I

spotted about a dozen typographical errors, and the only one likely

to arrest the reader is "1981" for 1891 on page 147. The author

puts "sic" after "men" in a quotation on page 244, presumably

because he regards it as sexist, but uses archaisms like "lecturess"

(p.56) and "oppossums" (p.97) without indicating whether they are

his normal usage or words from old texts he consulted (I suspect

the latter). I was also rather surprised to see Aborigines and

Aboriginal spelled without a capital A {pp.243 and 247) which

in an Australian context - I regard as disparaging.

There were - were bound to be- other errors of detail. The

Sydney-based Australasian Freethought Union is called the "Australian

Free Thought Union" (p.66); Frank M.C.Forster is omitted as the main

author of an article on contraception (p.252, note 40) to which I

was merely the junior contributor; and I rather suspect that "US

Cardinal Manning's statement" (p.19) refers to a Fortnightly Review

article by Henry Edward Manning, Prince of the Catholic Church in

Britain. (I can talk: I once "elevated " Archbishop Mannix to the

rank of Cardinal 1)

These,however, are minor quibbles. The text is furnished with

meticulous notes, indicating detailed study of archival as well as

printed sources. The notes are grouped together at the end of the

chapter to which they refer. This is commendable, and much more

helpful to the reader than lumping all the notes in a single section

at the end of the book. This work's main fault, as I have said,

is the lack of an index.
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I was interested to read that the author disagrees with Dr.P.

Barry Smith's contention that, in James's words, "the socialist-

anarchists rejected contraception and that Symes and the secularists

approved" (p.251, note 34). Bob James points out that Will Andrade

sold contraceptives, describing himself as a "semi-Maitusian

socialist", and that among the anarchists only Andrews consider-ed

that contraception caused ill-effects on women, a view he later

modified. However, -the^author mentions that neo-Mathusianism "became

closely associated with secularism from approximately 1895" (p.237).

I would put the date much earlier, to 1877 at least, when in Britain

the National Secular Society debated the republication of Charles

Knowltoh's Fruits of Philosophy. Symes was then in Britain and too)t

part in the debate. The first Australian edition of Fruits of

Philosophy appeared in 1878, published by Henry Keyloclc Rusden who

was later present at the founding of the Australasian Secular

Association. Symes also published the pamphlet in Australia.

I started Bob James's boolc with a query in my mind that has

not yet been answered. In either F.B.Smith's or Sam Merrifield's

accounts of the Melbourne anarchists I read that Symes and the

anarchists, despite their mutual antipathy, had a view in common

which distinguished them from other radicals of the time in Australia.

This was thac Symes and the anarchists rejected the rampant anti-

Chinese prejudice and racialism which then prevailed. Bob James

mentions (p.115) that the New South Wales anarchist George Carton

was opposed to Chinese immigration, but I have no further clues as

to the views of other anarchists. Maybe the author's future account

of the Melbourne Anarchists' Club, will cast some light on this.

Bob James wrote this boo)c, I suspect, partly because he was

irritated by students being fed "limp and abject history devoid

of inspiration". He was also concerned to counter the cartoon

sterotype of anarchists and, by historical analysis, to emphasise

the relevance of anarchist ideas and the movements into which they

filtered to modern events and problems. "Anarchists," he emphasises.
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"are in fact concerned to develop the antithesis of a violent

society, a society of voluntary co-operators practising a maximum

of self-management" (p.256). In the 1880's and '90s, however,

"ideological differences repeatedly dissipated momentum for

social change among radical groups. Disputes alienated one reformer

from another instead of provoking movement to a stronger, new

position and warmer solidarity" (p.262).

t

A key principle of Bob James's philosophy is self-management.

"Anarchism," he claims, "demands a personal response to authority

and authority figures. It is therefore a threatening philosophy

for both anarchists and those confronted with dissidence. Self

Management requires knowledge, that is, access to and ability

with information. As the antithesis of self-management, the State

requires violence, for enforcement and information control, especially

if it is to appear benign, neutral, even a puppet fcrthe electorate...

Whatever the State ideology, the controls are the same though

mediated differently" (p.230). He concludes that "Empowerment

through personal politics, that is, through knowledge and understanding,

is more fundamentally subversive oif hierarchies than barricades, fire,

assassination, suffrage, trade unions, or redistribution of wealth

(p.269).

This book is subtitled "An argument about Australian labor

history". Whether you agree with it or not, it illuminates the

political scene of the years leading up to Federation,and the

argument deserves to be carefully - very carefully- and widely read.

NIGEL SINNOTT

Lloyd Edmonds,

93 Roberts Street,
ESSENDON 3040

Phone: 337 7554


